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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

This chapter contains the background of the study, problem statement,

objective of the study, and benefit of the study.

A. Background of the study

Literature is a work of art that is used as a reference in certain education and

activities in various fields. Literature is also a source used to obtain the information.

Literature work such as drama, novel, and poetry are more interesting to read than

technical books or textbooks because it can be enjoyable for the readers. Literature is

a piece of work that valued as works of art, especially novels, plays and poems (in

contrast to technical books and newspapers, magazines, etc) (Literature on Oxford

Learner’s Dictionary, 2020). Artwork can be embodied with respect toward the

attitude of appreciation as a legacy or estate kept and preserved. The activity of

appreciation means an effort to understand various artworks with all of the problems

and to understanding about the aesthetic value that contained it. Jakob Sumardjo, one

of the pioneers Indonesian Philosopher and observer of literature the title of his book

"Appreciation of Literature" states that works of art are an effort to record the

contents of the soul of literature (Sumardjo & Saini, 1986). Its record uses the

language that the results to convey information to others

Literature has several types like a novel, poetry, even movie. One of the

movies that tell about moral education, where a French teacher his name’s Francois

Marin to try to confront students in the class who come from different background,

race, economic, not discipline, and not respect. This situation is not simple for Marin

to stay in the class. The movie teaches that moral education very important so that we

can respect each other. The movie is a kind of artwork that is one of the audiovisual

communications with media on a cinematography basis. “Movie is a result of culture
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and a tool for art expression. Movie as mass communication is the combination from

various technologies like photography and sound record, art on form art, literature of

Drama Theater, architecture, and music art (Effendy, 1986)." From this statement,

these combinations can create the message of a movie, like education, culture,

entertainment, or information. The message of movie uses the symbol such as picture,

sound, conversation, or action. The purpose is to attract the attention of people toward

the path the story makes it.

The movie has various values that contain them inside who can complete the

utility of spirit and psychological knowledge for refreshing to the mind. “Value is the

essence attached to something very meaningful for human life, especially regarding

kindness and actions the goodness of a thing (Thoha, 1996)”. The value can make

develop behavior and respect itself in daily life. The value seems some aspects like

religion, social, political, moral, art, and culture. This value is considered a good or

positive aspect; it can be done in life. It can be developed in a community

environment.

Value is important things for the people. Value also has connection to formal

and informal education. Value-based education is essential to develop an individual

and help him/ her lifelong in many ways. From the value, everyone has good or bad

qualities that are stored in the soul. In this case, the community can be directed at

formal and informal activities so that they can be applied to everyday life. Formal

education is the kind of structural education with levels do in schools and has a rule

clearly, while informal education strips outside formal steps like Al-Quran courses.

The value obtained from formal and informal education consists of knowledge,

experience, and morals such as from elementary school, junior high school, high

school, and college. This stage can make a person improve his mindset. Finally, each

person has thoughts stored in their brain, we must try to positive thinking for our

study so it can be increasing the knowledge because education is the part of life.

From above, values and education are so closely related that they can be

linked to morals. Values and morals are familiar to us because we always hear them
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both in our daily activities. Value is a basic consideration for doing something and

morality is behavior that can be done or not done, so this value system defines and

directs to create moral values which in turn will direct people's attitudes with respect

to that value and moral object. Moral values are a push of action. According to

Wasono (on Zuriah, 2017) argues that moral values are basic values related to matters

of morality, matters of the mind, which are closely related between humans and other

creatures created by God. Humans are formed to distinguish between bad or good

things.

Morals can be seen from the characters, habits that are done, strategies that are

carried out, and the development of creativity. The moral is something related or has

to do with the ability to determine right or false and good or bad behavior (Wantah,

2005). From the ability, we can differentiate between positive or negative aspects,

positive aspect can we doing in the daily life and negative aspect can we avoid in life.

In education, moral is about learning process to understand them-self and also teach

about appreciated attitude. Moral education must be trained as early so that the people

can create high morality awareness. If we do not have moral, it makes lost in life

regardless form all arrangements and goodness or ugliness models. Moral education

also had a religious tinge, which made many uneasy. A character with the emphasis

on forming good habits eliminating poor habits struck a popular and traditional chord.

Furthermore, the moral already makes us sensitive to the environment and

others. The moral also influences society. Value and moral, moral value, and moral

education have a relationship about responsibility, intelligence, and social solidarity.

Therefore, humans should not be indifferent and still have good behavior to be

accepted and pleasant in the community. Freedom Writers is a drama film written

who was released in 2007 in America by Richard La Gravenese. The movie Freedom

Writers is also written into a book. This title is "The Freedom Writers Diary". The

movie was dedicated to the memory of Armand Jones, who was killed after wrapping

up Freedom Writers movie. The movie tells each student can build a good mindset

and behavior with the most patient teacher who teaches for students. The teacher uses
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many methods so that the students are interested to study in the class. One actor is

Erin Gruwell. Erin Gruwell is a teacher who is trying to teach mean respect to others.

Erin Gruwell does not give up and be patient for anything. Erin Gruwell also learns

about firmness to teach, innovation familiar with its student, the compact in reach of

goal, respect with teachers, and the importance of writing.

Therefore, the researcher uses moral education theory by Emile Durkheim.

Moral has important role. The moral authority can form an awareness collective that

sees all aspects. Actually, there is real moral just on context social. Emile Durkheim

has 3 elements to create a good individual are discipline, interest to the group, and

autonomy. So, the theory is related to the behavior of Erin Gruwell in her school.

Based on the phenomena, the researcher will conduct a study entitled: ANALYSIS

OF ERIN’S MORAL EDUCATION: A BEHAVIORIST STUDY ON FREEDOM

WRITERS 2007

B. Problem statement

Based on the background study above, the problem statement can be

formulated as follows:

1. What is the moral education defined in Erin’s character in the movie?

2. How is the way moral education depicted in the movie?

3. Why does the writer describe the moral education in the movie?

C. Objectives of the study

The objectives of the study can be formulating as follows:

1. To find the moral education defined in Erin’s character in the movie.

2. To describe the way moral education depicted in the movie.

3. To describe the writer describe the moral education in the movie.
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D. Benefit of the study

This research can give benefit of theoretical and practical.

1. Theoretical benefit

The result of this study is expected as contribution in development of

the knowledge, an academic reference to support theory of morality.

2. Practical benefit

This study is expected to make the readers comprehend in

understanding knowledge about an aspect of morality especially for

students who have interest in Richard LaGravenese's work to use moral

education theory. In other words, this study can be a comparison source for

further researches.

E. Research Paper Organization

In order to make clear research, the research paper is organized the following

paper organization.

Chapter I named introduction consisting background of the study, problem

statement, limitation of the problem, objectives of the study, benefit of the study, and

research paper organization.

Chapter II named literature review consists of previous study and underlying

theory.

Chapter III named research method consist of type of study, object of study,

type of data and data source, technique of data collection, and technique of data

analysis.

Chapter IV named finding and discussion.

Chapter V named conclusion and suggestion.
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